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Abstract (en)
[origin: DE19747329A1] The invention relates to a device for winding webs of fabric on a cloth roll arranged on a lap rod (24). The device comprises
a machine frame (10) and a cloth roll support (30) which can move in a to-and-fro manner and is arranged opposite the machine frame between
a lapping position and an unloading position. The cloth roll support is provided with holding fixtures for both ends of the lap rod (24). Said holding
fixtures have positioning guides (44) which position the lap rod (24) in the lapping position of the cloth roll support (30) in a winding turning position.
The invention also has securing elements which secure the lap rod in the lapping position of the cloth roll supporter against a movement out of the
positioning guides (44). In order to improve a device for winding webs of fabric such that the cloth roll support is reliably secured in the winding
position, the invention provides that the securing elements are configured as moveable blocking elements (56) which are moveable between a
position that secures the lap rod (24) and a position that releases the lap rod, and when the cloth roll support (30) is located in the lapping position,
the blocking elements are located in the position which secures the lap rod and are fixed in this position.
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